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Dear SG & SV Families,

I, Sukhram Chaudhari would like to
introduce myself as the new Principal of S.V. English
Medium Primary School. I am honoured to have been
selected to one of the school in Kadi Sarva Vidyalaya,
Gandhinagar which is known far & wide for its fidelity
to excellence, but more importantly, to children. Not
only I’m eager to begin working with your children, but I
look forward to endeavor we will do together.

Over the past 15 years, I worked as a
teacher & administrator, but I consider my most
important chore to be that of a child proponent. I will
devour a lot of time with your children, getting to know
their personalities, learning techniques & inquisitiveness
& accordingly we will plan out our academic activities.
As old African proverb states, “It takes village to raise a
child.” I am passionate to see your children through your
eyes. I can’t wait to share with you the amazing things
they do throughout their days during online classes like
they share their activity videos, pictures, their
imagination, creativities, etc. under our teacher’s
guidance.

Warm regards,
Sukhram Chaudhari
Principal, SV School



“Good health is the biggest wealth you can have.”

This pandemic taught us that being fit is of great importance in
one’s life. Good mental & physical health helps a person to
enjoy life fully. So we should take good care of both.

- Chauhan Jayani (8-B)

‘Covid-19 has taught us to accept a situation as it is. It is important to be safe than to be sorry. We
all are in the same situation so never step back in the battle of Corona.’

- Pithadiya Meshwa (7-B)

‘This Pandemic taught us about ourselves. It is reminding us to take care of ourselves everyday. It
is reminding us to appreciate ourselves. There are positive things that come out of every crisis.
So, stay positive & Stay safe. - Rathod Rahi (7-A)

“Hard times teach us valuable lessons.”
People learnt many lessons during this pandemic. It is lifetime
learning for many of us. Corona virus was terrifying phase in
everyone’s life. This pandemic has made us to realize the
value of human lives, relations, health & many more.
Let’s see what we have learn form Covid-19
Pandemic:
• Be willing to adapt & change with the times.
• Health is better than wealth.
• Always strive to be kind & grateful for everything.
• Embracing your mental health is essential. (Coping with

stress during a pandemic)
• Hobbies are healing.
• Life is all about learning. Learn to hope, live, laugh & learn

new things even during a situation as difficult as a Global
Pandemic!

• We continue to learn everyday because learning never
stops.
Yes, we continue with our lives in new normal!



List of Ancient Games

1. PALLANGHUZI: Pallanghuzi, is a traditional ancient
mancala game played in South India especially Tamil
Nadu and Kerala. Later the game spread to other places
including Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh in India as well
as, Sri Lanka and Malaysia. Variants are called as Ali guli
mane (in Kannada), Vamana guntalu (in Telugu), and
Kuzhipara (in Malayalam).
- Daksh Samir Bhogayata( 4th MARS)

2 .GYAN CHAUPER: Gyan Chauper is a dice game derived from
chaupar from ancient India, popularly known as Snakes and
Ladders. It was from India that it spread to the rest of the
world. It was a very popular game that was played not only for
entertainment but also as a way to instruct on morality. The
central concept of the game is the liberation from bondage of
passions. - Daksh Samir Bhogayata( 4th MARS)

3. GANJIFA: Ganjifa is a card game and type of playing cards that
is associated with Persia and India. After Ganjifa cards fell out of
use in Iran before the twentieth century, India became the last
country to produce them. Ganjifa cards are circular or
rectangular, and traditionally hand-painted by artisans. The
game became popular at the Mughal court, and lavish sets were
made, from materials such as precious stone-inlaid ivory or
tortoise shell. Typically Ganjifa cards have coloured backgrounds,
with each suit having a different colour. Different types exist, and
the designs, number of suits, and physical size of the cards can
vary considerably. -Daksh Samir Bhogayata( 4th MARS)

4. PACHISI: Pachisi is a cross and circle board game that
originated in Ancient India. It is described in the ancient text
MAHABHARATA under the name of “Pasha”. The name of the
game is derived from the Hindi word Pachis which means
“Twenty – Five” , the largest score that can be thrown with
the cowrie shells: thus this game is also known by the name
“Twenty – Five”. - Patel Freya Sanjay (5th VENUS)

Ancient Games



ACTIVITIES

HAND ON PENCIL CAP BOOK MARK MAKING

YOGA DAY CELEBRATION
CLAY TOYS MAKING SAND DESIGN

DOOR DECORATION PHONE HOLDER MAKING

MASQUERADE
MASK MAKING

GURU PURNIMA CELEBRATION SAPLING PLANTATION
AT HOME

MONO ACTING ON
NATIONAL LEADERS

INDIA VISION 2025
INDEPENDENCE DAY 

SPECIAL

CHOCOLATE BOUQUET MAKING RAKHI MAKING

GANESHA
DRAWING 



JANMASHTMI CELEBRATION TEACHERS’ DAY CELEBRATION

FANCY DRESS 
COMPETITION

AEROBICS & ZUMBA DANCE

NATIONAL SCIENCE CONGRESS

GANDHI JAYANTI CELEBRATION

NAVRATRI CELEBRATION

DIYA DECORATION

DIWALI CARD MAKING

ACTIVITIES



ORIGIN
OF

Sanskrit was used as a means of communication
and dialogue by the Hindu Celestial Gods, and
then by the Indo-Aryans. The term 'Sanskrit' is
derived from the conjoining of the prefix 'Sam'
meaning 'samyak' which indicates 'entirely', and
'krit' that indicates 'done'. Thus, the name
indicates perfectly or entirely done in terms of
communication, reading, hearing, and the use of
vocabulary to transcend and express an emotion.
An extraordinarily complex language with a vast
vocabulary.

Sanskrit Literature began with the spoken or sung literature of the Vedas from c. 1500 BCE, and
continued with the oral tradition of the Sanskrit Epics of Iron Age India, the period after the Bronze
Age began, around 1200 BCE. At approximately 1000 BCE, Vedic Sanskrit began the transition from
a first language to a second language of religion and learning.

Sanskrit is the primary sacred language of Hinduism, and has
been used as a philosophical language in the religions of
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. Sanskrit is a standardized
dialect of Old Indo-Aryan, originating as Vedic Sanskrit as
early as 1700-1200 BCE.
One of the oldest Indo-European languages for which
substantial documentation exists, Sanskrit is believed to have
been the general language of the greater Indian Subcontinent
in ancient times. It is still used today in Hindu religious
rituals, Buddhist hymns and chants, and Jain texts.

Sanskrit traces its linguistic ancestry to Proto-
Indo-Iranian and ultimately to Proto-Indo-
European languages, meaning that it can be traced
historically back to the people who spoke Indo-
Iranian, also called the Aryan languages, as well
as the Indo-European languages, a family of
several hundred related languages and dialects.
Today, an estimated 46% of humans speak some
form of Indo-European language. The most
widely-spoken Indo-European languages are
English, Hindi, Bengali, Punjabi, Spanish,
Portuguese, and Russian, each with over 100
million speakers.

PATEL OMI ANILKUMAR (8-B) & YADAV DEVRAJ (6-Jupiter)



COMIC

Jinal Chavda (8-B)



A mother is parent, teacher, friend, companion, guide,
philosopher and a lot more. History stands testimonial to
their multidimensional role and influence. Her role and
influence in child's life has been immortalized even by the
Shastra’s and religious texts worldwide. You will find almost
every successful person somewhere down the line giving
credits to his/her mother for everything.

A mother is a nurturer, so anyone who gives the warmth
and comfort of motherly live is mother or mother figure in
child's life.

When child start attending school the alma mater provide
him with the needful and thus becomes a nurturer for a
better and bright future of the being and world as whole.

- Hiral Nanavati.

"The Hand that rocks the
cradle Rules the world".

Trio Harvey J. Alter, Michael Houghton and Charles
M. Rice won Nobel Prize in medicine for discovery of
hepatitis C virus 
Hpatitis, is a Greek word means “liver inflammation”,
is usually caused by a viral infection, although alcohol
misuse, environmental toxins, and autoimmune
disease can also lead to the same condition. HCV
(Hepetitis C Virus) is a small enveloped RNA virus. The
discovery of hepatitis C virus was important for public
health in two ways, “First, the discovery enabled
testing for screening blood for the agent that was
responsible for blood-borne transmission of hepatitis
and liver cancer risk. Second, knowledge of the
causative agent facilitated drug development,
particularly protease inhibitors that can treat existing
hepatitis C virus infections and cure the disease in
many cases.” 
Hepatitis C: The End of the Beginning and Possibly the
Beginning of the End.

- Sana Kalyani
 



ADDICTION: England's National Health Service began treating video
game addiction this year, after the WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION listed
"GAMING DISORDER” in its International classification of Disease.

"WHAT MAKESVIDEOGAMESADDICTIVE?”
Playing releases dopamine in to our system which gives us a feeling of
pleasure and tells our brain to "DO IT AGAIN.”

"SIGNSAND SYMPTOMSOFVIDEOGAMESABUSE"
 Falling grades
 Not sleeping enough, feeling of fatigue

 Free-time is used almost exclusively for playing video games

 Irritability when not playing video games

 Neglect of hygiene

 Disinterest in other activities

 Increased anxiety

PROSOFONLINEGAMES
 It improves concentration, thinking Speed, memory etc.

 It makes our mind free and ease tension, depression, etc.

 It makes our mind sharp powerful, if we play brain task games.

 We can explore and learn many things from it.

CONSOFONLINEGAMES
 It wastes our important time.
 We get involved in it, which cause mental depression.

 Our outdoor playing skills and other activities like craft don't get time
and therefore are less used or played.

 Many children waste their study time in games.

 Playing online games causes eyes infection and eye problems
(Sometimes blindness).

"OUR ROLE"
 Video games can play a positive role in our children's lives, but we need

to be there to help set limits.

VENCY MAVAR        STD 6TH (S.V. SCHOOL)
CHAVDA  JINAL     STD 8th B (S.G. SCHOOL)



INTERVIEWER: YESHA PANDYA

INTERVIEWEE: DR. HEMA JOSHI (EPIDEMIOLOGIST BAMS)

Yesha (Interviewer): Since when you have been working in this field?

Dr. Hema (Interviewee): I have been working in the health department since 2007.

Yesha (Interviewer): What was the difference in the way you used to do your job earlier and
during this pandemic situation?

Dr. Hema (Interviewee): This pandemic is a critical situation. The virus has spread very fast.
Mortality rates had increased. We neither kept a day off the whole last year nor we celebrated
any festivals. Specially in the early months of corona outbreak the situation was tough.

Yesha: Why do you think these corona waves are approaching?

Dr. Hema: This is a contagious virus which spreads widely and has cleared many stages.
When we get the solution of one stage, the virus enters another stage, and thus it has become
hard to stop it but we will soon find a solution.

Yesha: What could be the possible situation of this pandemic in the near future?

Dr. Hema: If the government guidelines and proper precautions are not taken by the public,
then this virus is surely gonna become very dangerous. The main thing is that we shouldn’t be
casual towards this situation.

Yesha: How have you dealt with the near ones of Corona patients?

Dr. Hema: It’s a tough feeling. We always try to say them not to panic. The relatives of
patients usually get worried due to the lack of facilities such as oxygen, injections and beds in
hospitals but we try to fulfil their needs.

Yesha: What were your efforts?

Dr. Hema: We tried to serve them whole heartedly. We were doing day and night duty and
also answered their questions through our +helpline numbers and solved their issues.

Yesha: How was your overall experience as a corona warrior?

Dr. Hema: It is a tough situation for all doctors, policemen, general public, everyone. We are
always trying to stay calm to solve public issues and working constantly for the betterment of
this situation.

Yesha: Lastly, any message to the people.

Dr. Hema: We corona warriors are always there to help you, Don’t be afraid of the situation.
Stay safe, take all precautions and have a healthy life.

YESHA PANDYA J.   STD.8-D

INTERVIEW WITH CORONA WARRIOR



Hooded Pitohui are found in New Guinea. It is one of the
few known poisonous birds, containing a range of
batrachotoxin compounds in its skin, feathers and other
tissues. These toxins are thought to be derived from the
diet and may function both to deter predators and to
protect the bird from parasites.

-Vaishnavee H. Gandhi (4th Mercury)

Fascinating Facts about birds

Penguins are flightless birds found mostly in the Antarctic but
they are spread across much of the southern hemisphere and
really cross the equator. A group of Penguins in the water is
called a raft but on land they are called a waddle.

- Dhumketu Pandya (3rd Venus)

Hummingbirds are birds native to the America. They are the
smallest of all birds species. The bee humming bird of kumbha
weighs only 1.95 gram. They visit 1,000- 2,000 flowers
throughout the day. The fastest recorded rate of flapping its
wings is about 80 beats per second. Hummingbirds are the only
bird that can fly backwards. - Yogeshkumar Panchal (3rd Earth)

Many ducks have mastered the art of sleeping with one
eye open. When they nap in groups the ducks on
perimeter keep guard by sleeping with one eye open,
while the other ducks sleep more deeply. Those on the
outside of the circle also keep one side of the brain awake.

- Prachi Patel (4th Mars)

Albatross birds are large seabirds. These
master of the sky can fly for hours or days
while barely flapping. They sleep while flying.
- Suhani Prajapati (3rd Oak)



ONLINE CLASS

I wake up in the morning,

Brush my teeth and take a bath,

And I get ready for my online class,

Online class, my online class

It is good and it is fun.

It starts with prayer,

We join with books and notebooks,

Studying and writing,

Enjoy games and puzzles,

Lots of fun in online class.

Online class, my online class

It is good and it is fun.

AKSHAYA .B. KONAR
STD-2 EARTH

THE LIGHTS SAY…

The red light says, stop, stop, stop

Stop! Don’t follow bad habits.

The yellow light says, wait, wait, wait,

Wait and think before you work.

The green lights say, go, go, go!

Go and spread love to everyone.

MAHI J. PANDYA

STD-2 VENUS

NATURE

What is Nature?

It’s full of wonders and colours,

It’s found in rain, sea with sweet water of 
river  and fountains,

It has a big shoulders names as mountains,

It has trees which are so high,

With beautiful birds flying in,

Vast and beautiful sky.

DRITI RAVAL

STD-1 VENUS

ૃ વી ઉપર અવતાર ધર .
માનવ દહ ધારણ કર .
મા-ંબાપ ને સહાર વળ .

પા-પા પગલી પાળ  ચાલી.
પાટ -પેન લઈ િનશાળ ગઈ.
િશ ક-ગણ નો સહારો લઈ.

કઈક ન ુ ંકરવાનો યેય લઈ.
નવા-નવા અ ભુવો લઈ.

માનવ મહરામણ સાથે મળ .
સબંધંોની વુાસ ફલાવતી ગઈ.
પારકાને પોતાના કરતી ગઈ.
તેમના સથવાર યેય લઈ.
ઉ  નો બાધ ય  દઈ.

યેયને વળગી રહ .
મોશન મેળવતી ગઈ.
બેટ  મટ  બ ુ બની.
બ ુ મટ  મા ંબની.

મા ંમટ  િશ કા બની.
બાળકોને હતથી ભણાવતી રહ .

વનના પાઠ િશખવાડતી રહ . 
- ભાિવષા પટલ, 
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